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Symposium
Perspectives on the Uniform Laws
Revision Process
Foreword
by
SCOTt J. BURNHAM*
The Contracts Section program at the Association of American
Law Schools annual meeting in January, 2001, was entitled
Perspectives on the Uniform Laws Revision Process. This rather
bland title belied what one commentator called the "high drama"'
behind the revision of Uniform Commercial Code Article 2. With
more dramatic flair, the program could have been presented as a
mystery story entitled Who Killed Revised Article 2?
The facts are as follows: The promulgation of the Uniform
Commercial Code is a joint project of the American Law Institute
(ALI) and the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform
State Laws (NCCUSL). Richard Speidel invested twelve years of his
professional life undertaking the first major revision of Article 2 since
1958. From 1987 to 1991, he chaired the Permanent Editorial Board
(PEB) Study Group that recommended drafting a Revised Article 2,
and beginning in 1991, he served as Reporter for the Article 2
Drafting Committee. At NCCUSL's annual meeting in July, 1999,
consideration of a revised version of Article 2 that had been approved
by the ALI was finally on the agenda. During the final reading that
preceded the Commissioners' vote, NCCUSL leadership withdrew
the draft from consideration. Speidel then resigned as Reporter.
* Professor of Law, The University of Montana School of Law; Chair of the
Association of American Law Schools Section on Contracts and Legislation, 2000-2001.
1. Richard Speidel, Remarks at the Association of American Law Schools Section on
Contracts and Legislation (Jan. 4,2001) (transcript available at the Hastings Law Journal).
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The program brought together key participants in these events
(and one key observer) to tell their versions of what happened and
what these events mean for the uniform laws process in general and
for the revision of Article 2 in particular. The Program was chaired
by Linda Rusch, Associate Reporter for the Article 2 Drafting
Committee, who resigned with Speidel. The following pieces, with
one notable exception,2 are primarily based upon the transcripts of
the program, with only slight revisions by the speakers.
Richard Speidel opened the program by speaking for the first
time in public about these events. Although suffused by anger and
frustration, his commentary also reflects the scholarship and respect
for others that marked his time as Reporter. Speidel sets the stage for
further discussion by explaining the tension between the ALI's goal
to "get it right" and NCCUSL's goal to "get it right enough to get it
enacted." According to Speidel, the prime suspects in the death of
Revised Article 2 were the "strong sellers" who convinced an
accommodating NCCUSL leadership that even if they got it right on
the law, they would not be able to get it enacted by the States.
Fred Miller, Executive Director of NCCUSL at the time of these
events, provides helpful background on the revision process,
explaining the roles of the various players. He is not as forthcoming
as Speidel, however, in discussing the events of July, 1999. Miller
explains that the death of Revised Article 2 was not dramatic, but
resulted merely from the press of time needed for the Commissioners
to consider other issues, such as the Uniform Computer Information
Transactions Act (UCITA). Was this explanation accurate, or was it
a cover story?
Gail Hillebrand, attorney for Consumers Union, leaves no doubt
about her view. Hillebrand believes that the strong sellers got their
way in the Article 2 revision process, shouldering aside the views of
consumers. She outlines steps that should be taken during the
process of promulgating uniform laws to ensure that the views of all
concerned parties, particularly those lacking financial resources, are
heard.
Lance Liebman was the Director of the ALI during these events.
Liebman puts the revision process in perspective as a legislative
process, for ultimately a uniform law must be enacted by each State.
Is that the best process for legal reform? Should it be federalized?
Should it be left to the common law? Liebman suggests that the
ideology of State-by-State enactment of the same law, so as to achieve
uniformity, may have killed the revision.
2. Richard Speidel presented a paper at the Conference. He has chosen to publish
that paper in lieu of transcripts from the Conference, as the message conveyed is
substantially the same.-EDS.
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Henry Gabriel was appointed Reporter for the reconstituted
Article 2 Drafting Committee after Speidel's resignation. His
Committee has reported out a draft that makes fewer substantive
changes to Article 2 than did the Speidel draft. While generous in his
praise of the Speidel revision, Gabriel emphasizes the importance of
the enactability of the statute, the implication being that he does not
want the Gabriel revision to be the next victim.
Neil Cohen is a member of the Article 2 Drafting Committee and
the Reporter for the companion Article 1 revision. Cohen
emphasizes the importance of considering differing views in what is
essentially a legislative process, and names democracy as a likely
suspect in the death of Speidel's revision. Although suspicious of the
cover story, he suggests that the revision's death may have been a
mercy killing, an act necessary to prevent its slow death in State
Legislatures.
Bob Scott takes the radical approach that Revised Article 2 was
not murdered at all. Rather, he asserts that it died of natural causes,
as his economic analysis had predicted it would. Scott utilizes
political theory to argue that, because of the absence of a dominant
interest group in the revision of Article 2, the process must result in
vague and imprecise rules that leave discretion to courts. Unlike the
previous presenters, Scott argues that the private legislative process is
not as effective as the public legislative process in resolving the legal
issues raised by the revision.
When exploring the Uniform Commercial Code, we are
accustomed to scrutinizing the finished product and paying little
attention to the process by which it was developed. Perhaps this
program illustrates the wisdom underlying the remark attributed to
Otto von Bismarck that "[i]f you like laws and sausages, you should
never watch either one being made."' 3 Yet the program also
illustrates that attention must be paid to that process. Each speaker
asks, "How can we get the law right?" and "How can we get it
enacted?" and although they all are people of good will, each speaker
reaches a different conclusion. After reading the remarks of each
participant, you will be in a better position to reach your own
conclusion as to how the process can be improved.
3. Otto von Bismarck, in RESPECTFULLY QUOTED: A DICTIONARY OF
QUOTATIONS REQUESTED FROM THE CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE 190 (Suzy
Platt ed., 1989).
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